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ABSTRACT
Industrial designers should be conscious about the experiences products generate while users interact
with them. Current interfaces of interactive products do not respect individual preferences to an acceptable extent. Their operation often relies on requirements from a functional point of view, which implies that
the technology determines the way of interacting with products. To improve the aesthetics of interaction
with current products they should be more social towards their users and ﬁt to a broader range of skills, i.e.
show respect to man as a whole. This study departs from the prediction that human values are an important
factor to determine the quality of a human-product interaction and explores whether products, in this case
a reading lamp, can be designed to elicit human values in interaction. Requirements for the lamp were derived from a prior experiment in which human dancers, acting as if they were lamps, successfully elicited
human values in interaction with the test participants. A framework was created to distil relevant aspects
of interaction from this experiment, which will be presented in this report. The lamp was meant to elicit the
human values ‘social power’ and ‘helpful’ through its behavior and tested on its ability to do so. Results of
this test proved that there were important differences, but the lamp was not successful in clearly eliciting the
intended values more than all other values.
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functional requirements, for example. However, ethical requirements are often not imposed on the design process. The study
presented here hopes to bring more awareness to this issue.
In chapter 8.2 an example is given on how I designed interactions of a vending machine according to an ethical system.

INTRODUCTION

1.4 Aesthetics in Interaction

Today’s ‘featurism’, where more and more functions are appointed to smaller and smaller electronic products, should not
go on forever. Current products rely too much on innovations
from a functional point of view, while it is worthwhile to also explore innovations from an interaction point of view, since there
are more possible interactions per function and there are more
possible forms per interaction. This is also mentioned by Frens
in [10], where he argues for a concurrent design of form, interaction and function. Product designers need to ﬁnd a balance
between these aspects. In order to do so, a design should be
based on preferred actions that should be speciﬁed more or
less formally. Next to a set of functions, this creates a set of
actions to design. According to Sandsjö [32] this would come
closer to an “applied aesthetics”, where ﬂow is more likely to
occur. Apart from designing aesthetic actions, it is also important to design the development of these actions over time, to
create a beautiful ﬂow. In chapter 8.1 I explain how I designed
an electric toothbrush by applying elements from a piece of
classical music into the interaction with this product.

People naturally interact with their environment and the products in it according to their own priorities for human values. For example, a person who greatly
values hedonism might approach and use a coffee vending
machine in a very explorative way, while a person who mostly
values achievement and success might stick to his regular
choice and try to complete the interaction as quick as possible. It is predicted that products evoking interactions that
resonate with the most important human values of their users
are experienced as more beautiful. Therefore, it is useful to investigate if and, more importantly, how human values can be
elicited through speciﬁc ways of interacting with products.

1.1 Background

This study is a follow-up on the intelligent lamps experiment set
up by Ross as described in [30]. This preliminary pilot study
showed that indeed, human values apparently can be incorporated in human-product interaction. A drawback of this study is
the result of the fact that the lamps were acted out by humans
with a wizard of Oz method. Aspects that these actors were
unaware of, like facial expressions and sounds they made during the experiment, likely inﬂuenced the interaction. To rule out
the human factor Ross proposes
to build functional prototypes of
lamps to act as physical hypotheses and test these in a similar
fashion. This is exactly where this
study makes its contribution.

1.2 Human Values

To deﬁne human values I pertain to the deﬁnition given by
Schwartz in [33]: “Values are
concepts, pertain to desirable
end states, transcend speciﬁc
situations, guide selection or
evaluation and are ordered in
relative importance.”

An aesthetic experience emerges during interaction with artifacts and encompasses their sensory qualities and the intellectual process of appropriating these qualities, as Petersen et
al. [26] state. This study hopes
to add to aesthetics of interaction by exploring how interactions can be speciﬁed and
designed according to human
values. In future research, it can
then be tested if interactions
according to human values do
actually create a more beautiful
experience for people who ﬁnd
these values important than for
people who do not. According
to Hummels [13], connecting
the individual to the product is
important for achieving resonance with this product, which
makes the interaction more
pleasurable.

“Values are concepts, pertain to
desirable end states, transcend
specific situations, guide selection
or evaluation and are ordered in
relative importance.”
Shalom H. Schwartz

1.5 Movement in
Interaction Design

Each value belongs to one of the
ten basic motivational types that Schwartz found. For example,
the value ‘helpful’ belongs to the motivational type ‘benevolence’ and ‘social power’ to ‘power’. The lamp’s behavior varies
according to two values that were selected from the structure
of human values. These values, the ﬁrst being ‘helpful’ and the
second ‘social power’, proved to be successfully elicited by
the dancers in the study by Ross. Moreover, they are approximate opposites in the structure of human values so a large part
of the spectrum is covered. The structure as found by Schwartz
is included in appendix R.

Johan Sandsjö, a researcher in the ﬁeld of Movement-Based
Interaction (MBI), deﬁned interaction in [32] as “intentionally
manipulating a state by physically performing an action”. According to this deﬁnition, interaction is movement. Exceptions
could be telepathic interaction (which is not yet realized as far
as I know) and speech interaction (although speech is essentially also a motor act too). Consequently, designers of interactive products should think in movement both as input and
output modality.

1.3 Ethics in Design

This study will focus on movements in interaction, since it is an
interesting and largely unexplored new aspect, or according
to Kyfﬁn [17], “It is worthwhile to explore adding behavioral
expression to the existing movement possibilities” and “product behavior will be enriched with physical movement.” Now is
the time that technologies are emerging to make products that
move feasible [28]. In the ﬁelds of graphic design and character animation, studies already proved that by adding motion
to a design the expressive value is heightened [6], and that a
set of movement parameters can actually regulate viewer responses in terms of aesthetics [36]. Currently, interactive products are performing their ‘ﬁrst steps’. For example, the ‘Semotion’ project described in [16] showed the expressive potential

Designing for human values brings about ethical questions. It
is a moral issue in itself whether or not it is good if designers
consciously try to steer people towards acting according to a
predeﬁned ethical system. Verbeek [35], a philosopher of technology, states that because all objects invite certain actions
and inhibit others, any technological object poses on the user
a certain way of acting, which makes the design of this object
an inherently moral issue. In other words, an interaction always
has ethical implications, and designers should be aware of
these implications. A designer’s job is to change situations in
the world from the current state to a desired state, and must
ﬁrst specify this desired state. This already happens in terms of
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of movement for vending machines.
Besides using movement as output modality, it is also important
to explore the possibilities for movement as input modality. Current interactive products often make people move in rigid, sequential ways without an aesthetic ﬂow through the interaction.
For example, mobile phones require a lot of sequential button
presses inside a small space. This disrespects man as a whole
in the sense that he is treated as a being with very limited motor
skills. I share the belief of Klooster et al. [14] that “embodied interaction can get human and social values back in balance, by
showing respect for man as a whole and exploiting all human
skills, including emotional and perceptual-motor.”

INTERACTION
FRAMEWORK

The lamps in Ross’ experiment incorporated eight different human values, of which the following were successfully elicited
in interaction:

Movement in interaction can create both a kinesthetic experience for the user and an aesthetic experience for possible
onlookers [21]. These aspects of the user experience are often overlooked in product design, although some research has
emerged. In [5], for example, the authors describe how designers can seek for overlaps between movements that are natural
for humans, sensable by systems and desirable for reaching
a certain function. Lastly, Sandsjö [31] proposes methods to
design aesthetic input actions.

•
•
•
•

Creative (uniqueness, imagination)
Pleasure (gratiﬁcation of desires)
Social Power (control over others, dominance)
Helpful (working for the welfare of others)

Each lamp was tested on eight participants, so there were 32
experiments to analyze. Videos of these experiments were
used to specify requirements for the lamp that was to be created. There is not yet a clear framework that can be used to derive interaction parameters from such videos. Therefore, I had
to look for these parameters in other ﬁelds of research. Some
aspects are especially interesting in human-product interaction
but less relevant in other disciplines, so I had to come up with
them myself.

1.6 Movement Notation

Movement inherently conveys meaning and should be designed very carefully, since the numerous aspects of movement can be very subtle, or to cite Bacigalupi [2]: “The details
of expression leave us breathless”. The smallest change can
convey a completely unintended message. Thus, an intuitive
design approach is not likely to produce satisfactory results.
Designers need some formal guidelines to help them designing
the intended movement. For traditional elements like color and
shape, there are plenty of guidelines and moreover, designers
have terms to describe them. However, there is no such widely
accepted vocabulary for designing movement in human-product interactions, although contributions have been made in [2,
3], [37] and [21]. By contrast, in the ﬁeld of dance, signiﬁcant
contributions have been made by Laban [18] and Bartenieff
[4]. This study will contribute by proposing a framework for de-

Interactions can be unraveled in a number of rough aspects:
•
•
•
•
•

Dynamics of single interactions
Dynamics between interactions
Interaction narrative
Purpose of the interaction
Physical form

Each aspect was further analyzed in order to come up with a
complete set of detailed parameters. For a detailed explanation
of these parameters I refer to appendix B. To be useful for designers, the framework had to be fairly compact, so a tradeoff
needed to be made between giving a complete formal notation
and leaving room for interpretation. Therefore, I constrained it to
describe the process of a total human-product interaction, from
the ﬁrst action to the moment the goal is reached, and to not
describe each single interaction in this process. Descriptors of
single interactions are used to describe the most characteristic
action, i.e. the action that is considered as counting up most
for the experience of a human value. If there are competing actions that differ in a number of qualities, these qualities can be
described as ‘alternating’.

2.1 Dynamics of single interactions

A single action can be considered the smallest relevant part of
an interaction. To describe a single action it is important that
the framework encompasses answers to the questions of how
the action is being performed, where in space it is performed
and what part of what body performs it. The question of why the
movement is performed is not addressed in this study; this has
to do with internal states and intentions and thus cannot be derived from the collected video material. A rough distinction between functional and gestural or communicative actions could
have been made, but the data is too ambiguous to do so.
Rudolf Laban developed a theory to describe movement. This
is widely used in the ﬁeld of choreography and dance, but starts
to be recognized in other ﬁelds as well. In computer animation,
for example, Chi [7] used it successfully to develop a 3D character animation system that makes for more natural gestures
of anthropomorphic characters. The link of Laban’s theory with
the human body is criticized by Young et al. in [37], stating that
the theory is not well suited for product design, where the form

Figure 1. Human lamp trying to elicit the value ‘Social Power’.
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2.2 Dynamics between interactions

is highly variable: “Laban notation related too heavily to the human form whereas we need a motion language that can be
applied to differing forms. Laban notation is also very laborious
and would never be employed in a design process due to the
fact that in design we don’t work with just one form. The most
useful information gained was in the way that Laban explained
movement in terms of a make up of qualities.”

The progress during the whole interaction from beginning to
end, i.e. the way of chaining each single interaction, is an important determinant for the interaction ﬂow and thus the aesthetic
experience, as also Sandsjö mentions [31, 32]. The framework
implements a simple method to specify this development: the
observer draws a graph about how a property of the interaction
changes over time. This property could be any of the aspects,
and should be the aspect considered to having the most potential in terms of eliciting an experience according to a human
value in interaction.

I agree that Labanotation is not suited for other bodies than
the human; it relies on notating the positions in space the human body can reach set out in time. These positions are very
different for each body, so a speciﬁc language should then be
developed for each product, or a way to take into account the
variability of form. For specifying human input actions Labanotation has proven to be useful [21], although also these authors
mention the high level of detail and difﬁculty it brings about.

Subsequently, the resulting graphs can be analyzed in the following terms:
•
Frequency: are there many (‘high’), medium
(‘middle’) or little (‘low’) changes within a unit of
time?
•
Amplitude: is the amount of change ‘low’ or ‘high’?
•
Is the graph ‘angular’ or ‘smooth’?
•
Are there many movements that repeat over time
(‘repetitive’) or is the development ‘non-repetitive’
•
Is there a ‘crescendo’ or ‘decrescendo’
development?

Apart from Labanotation, Laban’s framework also encompasses
Laban Movement Analysis (LMA). While Labanotation is highly
detailed, LMA is more concerned with the general qualities of
movement and adds some qualitative aspects. Also, LMA is
better suited to other than human forms. For example, in [9] it
was used to draw conclusions about interactions between rats.
Because of these reasons, LMA is interesting for this study.

2.3 Interaction narrative

As an alternative for Laban’s theory Young et al. [37] offer a
simpliﬁed version that comprises the movement elements path,
volume, direction and velocity. However, I found these too general and decided to dig deeper into LMA. Only the parameters
that I considered to be the most relevant were taken into account. Reason for omitting some parameters were that they appeared to overlap, were on a high level of detail or were only
usable for the human body. A detailed explanation is included
in appendix B.

The narrative is the total story of the relationship between a
person and a product. This story is about the person acquiring
the product, merging it into his daily behavior, and ﬁnally discarding the product. In this long term process the interactions
with the product likely change as a result of factors like the
progression of knowledge-based to skill-based interaction and
the addressing of more and more functionalities the product
offers. This narrative is considered relevant for the aesthetics of
interaction, but cannot be speciﬁed with help of the framework
presented here, because it would require a long term test in
order to analyze this complete process.

LMA’s Effort and Shape components are helpful in describing
movement qualities in terms of how the movement is intended and how the body changes as a result of this movement.
Also some elements of LMA’s Space and Body components
appeared useful to describe where the movement takes place
and what parts perform it. An analysis has to be done for three
different bodies; the person, the product and the unity of the
person and product, if it can be seen as one body. To describe
various body parts, I used Bartenieff’s list [4]. The following aspects are taken into account:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

2.4 Purpose of the interaction

The framework does not include this aspect, because in the experiments this was kept constant as participants were required
to perform the same task each time. Mostly, the functionalities
of the product to be designed are speciﬁed before the interactions are, so this aspect is not required anymore. However, to
optimally design for human values I think this aspect is signiﬁcant. What functions a product performs could inﬂuence the
perception of human values. For example, whether a vending
machine hands out candy or vegetables says something about
its ethics. It will turn out whether or not leaving out this aspect
is a good choice.

Time: are the movements quick (‘sudden’) or slow
(‘sustained’)?
Weight: are the movements performed with much
(‘strong’) or little (‘light’) force?
Space: are the movements ‘direct’ or ‘indirect’?
Flow: do the movements have ‘free’ or ‘bound’ ﬂow?
Shape ﬂow: is the body shrinking or growing and
opening or closing during the interaction?
Shaping: does the body interact with its environment
in an ‘advancing’ or ‘retreating’, ‘rising’ or ‘sinking’
and ‘enclosing’ or ‘spreading’ fashion?
Kinespheric reach: does the body encompass a
small (‘near’), medium (‘middle’) or large (‘high’)
spatial sphere?
Initiative: is the player generally ‘proactive’ or
‘reactive’?
Initiation: what parts of the body initiate the
movement?
Parts involved: what body parts are expressively
involved in interaction?
Connections: between what body parts exists a
salient connection?

2.5 Physical form

There are a lot of products with an expressive posture, which
contributes to the experience of these products. Some examples are given in [11, p. 92-96]. To capture a posture I propose
to use simple drawings like stick ﬁgures. Analysis of posture is
done by unraveling it into the following set of parameters.
•
•
•
•
•
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Stability; is the posture ‘stable’ or ‘unstable’.
Orientation; is it ‘horizontal’ or ‘vertical’?
Complexity; does the posture comprise
‘little segments’ or ‘many segments’?
Curvature; are the segments of the body
‘not curved’, ‘curved’ or ‘highly curved’?
Angles; are the angles in the posture ‘small’,
‘straight’ or ‘large’?

3

ANALYSIS

The analyses were made by watching the
videos of the experiment and simultaneously scribbling down observations. Afterwards, the data was put in a digital document. This process took between 15 and
90 minutes for one analysis. Appendix A
shows the result of one analysis by using
the framework I developed. After having
done all analyses, the results for each
lamp were put in an A3-sized scheme.
The four resulting schemes were compared to ﬁnd the most signiﬁcant differences. One of these schemes is included
in appendix C.

3.1 Findings

To narrow down the scope of the project I
decided to implement only the values ‘social power’ and ‘helpful’, as they seemed to
be clearly different in more aspects. Also,
these two lamps appeared most successful in eliciting their values, although the
lamp that was addressed the value ‘helpful’ appeared to have a usability problem.
The major differences between the chosen values are listed below. I included a
list of most important elements of each
lamp in appendix D.
Lamp
Social Power

Helpful

Direct

Indirect

Proactive

Reactive

Little contact
points

Many contact
points

Crescendo

Decrescendo

Opening

Closing

Person
Social Power

Helpful

Light

Strong

Stable posture

Instable posture

Little contact
points

Many contact
points

Figure 2. Graphical product design speciﬁcation.

Unity
Social Power

Helpful

Light

Strong

Low amplitude

High amplitude

Middle kinespheric reach

Alternating kinespheric reach

Proactive

Reactive

3.2 Requirements

I derived requirements from the interaction analyses, as well as added requirements like
cheapness, robustness and complexity to keep the implementation feasible, or for some
other purpose. A complete list of requirements is included in appendix E. Figure 2 shows
a graphical product design speciﬁcation that shows the major requirements and their
weights (a larger graphical element represents a higher weight). For an elaboration on
and quantiﬁcation of some requirements I refer to appendix F.
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point could protrude to indicate its touchability, and retract when it is not available
(e.g. with a solenoid). Another option is an
audible signal; a sound indicating an error
when the interaction point is unavailable.

DESIGN

4.1 Conceptual Body Design

First a preliminary search for possible solutions was done by means of 2D sketching. Each possible solution was subsequently assigned a score, ranging from
- - to ++, for each requirement. This led to
a ‘Pugh selection matrix’ with ﬁnal scores
for each solution This matrix is included
in appendix G. Also, experimentation was
done with two traditional design methods
promoted by Roozenburg and Eekels
[29], named Quality Function Deployment
(QFD) and morphology.
QFD is an integral design method that
can show what parameters have the most
inﬂuence on the quality of the design. It
lists all requirements and shows links between these requirements and concrete
design parameters, like the material of
the object, in a so-called House of Quality (HoQ). The stronger the link between
a parameter and the requirements, and
the higher the importance of the requirement, the more inﬂuential the parameter
will be on the quality. QFD was useful to
identify the design parameters that have
the most impact on the overall quality of
the design. These parameters were the
amount of moving parts, the motor used
and the distance sensors used. The HoQ
is included in appendix I. In retrospect,
the method proved too laborious for the
results it produced.

A morphological map is a brainstorming
tool to quickly generate possible solutions for technical subproblems like motorization, mechanical balance and power
supply. It helped throughout the process,
without taking a lot of time. Appendix H
depicts the chart that was created.

2D Sketching
Sketching appeared enough to judge the
possible bodies on their ﬁt to the requirements. In ﬁgures 3 to 6 some of them are
depicted.

4.2 Subsolutions

Here are some solutions that can be used
to overcome the major design problems of
the lamp.

Variation in working interaction points
The challenge is to indicate which interaction points are available. The ﬁrst option is
a visual signal; the interaction point or a
label next to it lighting up as feedforward
(continuous lighting) or feedback (an error
signal after the action). The second option
is tangible feedforward: the interaction

Manual positioning
One option is a part that is both connected
to one of the motors and movable by hand.
This presents some challenges. Firstly, the
signal to the motor should be turned off as
soon as the user tries to position the part
that is connected to the motor. Furthermore,
the system should know when the lamp is
in the position that is desired by the user
(e.g. by sensing when the part is held still)
as well as what this position is (e.g. with
a rotary sensor), and should subsequently
send signals to the motor to hold the part
in the desired position. The other option is
indirectly moving the lamp by means of a
control, like a slider or turning knob. When
only LEDs are used to suggest movement,
the user has no option at all to position the
lamp directly. This is the easiest option to
make. When the lamp does have moving
parts, users should be stimulated to touch
only the interaction points, not the rest of
the lamp. Also usability becomes an issue
since there is a mapping from the action
performed on a control to the action of the
lamp’s body. Issues like feedback, feedforward and clear affordances come into
light here.
Precise control
This will depend on a variety of factors.
Firstly, the actuator that is used is important. A servo drive can move very slowly,
but not very quickly or continuously, while
a stepping motor can move very quickly,
but often not very slowly and not precise
at all. A geared DC motor with a feedback
loop can be very precise and smooth,
however hard to implement. Secondly, the
inertia of the body, which is determined by
the mass and the forces working upon it,
determines how well the body can control
itself. Finally, in a movement suggested by
LEDs the speed is also determined by the
distance between LEDs, since if this distance is big the LEDs seem to jump positions very quickly. This could be resolved
by making the LEDs fade in and out, which
makes the movements seem slower. There
is no limit to the maximum speed of LED
movements, which is their advantage.

Figure 3. This idea, where the lamp is integrated
into the chair’s arm rest, one scored high because
of simplicity and robustness, as well as the potential for a reasonable variation in behavior.

Figure 4. This is a small standing lamp for on a
side table. It scored high because of its ability for
a wide range of movements, unobtrusive aesthetics and seems to have no big disadvantages.

Figure 5. This is a more extreme idea where the
light is located on the user’s body. Interacting with
the light could then create a kinesthetic experience similar to the BodyBug described in [22].
Main advantages are the wide range of positions
the light can take up. A main disadvantage is that
there is no distinct body other than the user’s,
which probably renders the light less meaningful.

Weight
Motors and lamps can be heavy components. LEDs have the inherent advantage
of being compact and light. To solve the
problem of heavy motors the motors
should not be put near the moving part,
i.e. decentralized, but centralized. For instance, the body could be designed as a
hollow structure, through which the forces
generated by the motors are transmitted,
like in [15].
Figure 6. An idea to integrate the lamp into a
robotic chair.
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Figure 7. Interaction by manipulating small handles.

Figure 8. The lamp has two degrees of
freedom.

4.3 Concept 1

The ﬁrst proposal is a lamp with various means of expression;
it has one physical and one virtual degree of freedom (DOF).
That is, an array of LEDs, positioned behind a translucent surface can suggest a linear movement. This concept is quite
minimal in meeting its requirements for expressive movement,
but is fairly easy to create and might be the best alternative to
go for, concerning the limited timescope of the project.

The interaction points are two small rotating handles, of which
one is located at the hinge point and the other at the upper end
of the lamp. The handles can be turned in both directions and
each is attached to a torsion spring, so it requires more force to
rotate them further, and when released they snap back to a default position. The handles are connected to rotary sensors, so
the system knows how much force the user is applying. Some
possible mappings from action to function are that one handle
makes the LEDs move while the other makes the physical part
move, or that acting on one handle results in large movements
while acting on the other results in small movements. The moving part will be too heavy for the available servo motors (which
have a torsion force of 30 N*cm), so a geared DC motor should
be implemented. Turning the lamp on and off can also be done
with the handles. Finally, the simplicity of the concept makes it
aesthetically unobtrusive, and gives it a more robust quality.

It is designed to be able to rise and sink by means of bending
its upper part up and down. A disadvantage is that a purely
rising or sinking movement, i.e. a translation along the verticalaxis, cannot be realized. However, the light that moves along
the upper part can help to express such a movement by staying near the vertical axis while the upper part rotates upwards.
An advancing or retreating movement can to a certain extent
be accomplished in a similar fashion. This linking of physical
with virtual movement can also be perceived as a connection
between the two moving parts. There are two possible connections: when the physical part moves, the light moves, and vice
versa.

Figure 10. Technical overview.

Figure 9. You can interact
with this lamp by pushing
the shells. When interactive, a shell lights up.

4.4 Concept 2

This lamp implements three centralized servo motors that are
connected to the moving parts by means of elastic belts. This
has a great weight advantage, which also implies that acceleration can be faster. Disadvantageous are potential oscillation
problems, so a damping mechanism might be needed.

The second proposal is a lamp that is meant to only express a
value through changes in physical form. It is optimized towards
having numerous expressive potentials. Because it has three
DOFs in one plane, it can move in many ways. Compared with
the ﬁrst proposal it especially has the potential to vary in the
bodily connections and parts that initiate movements. It also
has more interaction points and sensing capabilities.
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Figure 11. Explorations of complex path generation by four bar
mechanisms modeled in SketchUp.

Figure 12. Explorations with LEGO’s.

4.5 Final Concept

The two concepts were developed further by integrating their advantages into a single
design. A study into robotics and especially the design of 3-DOF robotic maemnipulators revealed the complexity of building a compact prototype and
ploying
issues like kinematics. The mechanism as proposed in concept one
one actuator.
is very limited in its movement, as the path is a simple arc.
This creates a quite mechanical movement, and, as
Some mechanisms conArnheim observed [see 34]: the more complex
sidered were a four-link paralthe behavior, the more human qualities are
lelogram mechanism, a spherical
associated with it. Simple, abstract
four-bar mechanism and a planar four-bar
movements were perceived to
mechanism. The four-link mechanism produces
have little meaning, which
quite mechanical movements still, and constrains the
means that a comeffector to keep the same orientation. The spherical four-bar
plex movement
mechanism creates very complex movements in three dimensions
has more expresand consists of curved elements, which makes it impossible to move in
sive potential. Anstraight lines. The lamp only needs to move in two spatial dimensions (the sagitother
interesting
tal and vertical axis) so I decided to go for a planar four bar mechanism.
notion is in [4], where
the author identiﬁed
As shown in ﬁgure 10, a four bar mechanism consists of four bars, called the
useful qualities for decrank, base, follower and coupler. There is continuous movement possible if
scribing movement in
the sum of the shortest and longest bar is smaller or equal to the sum of the
screen-based interaction
two other bars. This is desirable because then the motor does not come to
design. She states that
a point where it cannot go further. In varying the length of the bars, different
“cultural identiﬁcation will
paths are generated that an effector can traverse. To explore what paths
inﬂuence the degree of
are possible I ﬁrst experimented a little with a plug-in of the 3D modeling
emotional response and
software ‘SketchUp’. This plug-in was a simulator of spherical four bar
is more likely to occur
mechanisms, but by making the radius of the circumscribed sphere
when an object moves
very large, the mechanism approached a planar four bar mechanism,
into the concrete
which is essentially a spherical mechanism on a sphere with an inﬁrange of the connite radius. This gave a direction to develop further, which was optitinuum” and “it is a
mized by iteratively building constructions with LEGO’s. Prototyping
human quality that
in LEGO’s made clear that the planar four bar mechanism also has
requires an emoa big advantage in terms of power required, as one servo drive was
tional response”.
sufﬁcient for powering a fairly heavy construction.
Following these
principles, I tried
The ﬁnal design is a lamp with a fairly straight form, suspended from
to search for
a black box that contains the electronics. At the top of the lamp is a
a mechanism
knob that can be pushed upwards to position the lamp. The form is kept
that allowed
functional and dimensionally minimal to contain the sensors and lights.
the lamp to
This has the advantages that the object is as lightweight as possible, as
behave in a
well as that the lamp is neutral. Its form semantics say as little as possible
complex,
about the values it is meant to elicit. For example, a red, pointy form would
more
orhave made it look less friendly than an organic, blue form. Ideally the form
ganic way,
would be adaptable to the value it tries to elicit, but because the focus of the
while only
project was on the semantics of movement, this was not implemented.

Figure 13. CAD rendering of the ﬁnal design.
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4.6 Behavior Design

The lamp should be able to elicit the values ‘helpful’ and ‘social
power’ with the required interaction parameters. This means
that the lamp will act so that the user will feel helpful or powerful. For both behaviors, scenarios were made to broadly specify
what should happen, which will be explained here.

Social Power
To elicit social power, the lamp starts in a neutral, bent down
position. It behaves proactively by anticipating on the user; as
soon as the user sits down the lamp slowly turns on its light and
rises up to keep its distance. If the user does not like the lamp
to light up, for example because he does not want to read, he
can make the lamp go away by advancing towards it. The lamp
will exactly do what the user tells it by following his movement
as accurately as possible. If the user moves his paper upwards,
the lamp keeps its distance and backs away, as if it were acting politely.
The problem of symmetry also mentioned by Kyfﬁn et al. [16]
occurs here: if the lamp backs away because it is programmed
to keep a certain distance, this might express the human value
well since the lamp acts politely or obediently. Now if the user
stops interacting with the lamp, it would, according to its program, immediately follow the user back like a symmetric motion

to its previous one. This will probably weaken the expression,
since it might for example be perceived as cheeky to follow the
user and ignore his implicit instruction to back away. I decided
to let the lamp stay at the position it was set by the user for a
while, and then slowly revert until it again reaches its desired
distance from the user, as if it was scared and slowly tries to
help the user again.
Other required movement qualities were also implemented.
Firstly, free ﬂow is attained by setting a maximum deceleration for the lamp’s movements. For example, if the user quickly
makes the lamp back away, the lamp will not stop immediately
when the user stops, but have a little overshoot. Secondly, a
direct motion without moving along the vertical axis is accom-

plished by having the LEDs move along a straight line in space;
when the lamp is in a low position the LEDs in the top part of
the lamp are turned on, while when the lamp is in a high position the LEDs in the bottom part of the lamp are turned on.
Finally, a crescendo quality is implemented in the kinesphere of
the human-lamp unity: the distance the lamp takes gets bigger
when the user makes the lamp back away. First, the lamp keeps
a relatively small distance from the paper, but as the person
makes the lamp back away more and more, the lamp increases
its distance, as if it becomes more careful.

Helpful
The lamp starts in a raised position. As soon as the user approaches the lamp it blinks an orange light at the top, to communicate where to touch it. This was not required, but implemented to make the lamp a bit more usable than the one in
Philip Ross’s experiment. If the user uses the control, the lamp
suddenly falls down. This sinking movement has a free ﬂow and
indirect quality to it, because the lamp slowly decelerates at the
end and then moves back upwards a little. To add to the free
ﬂow and indirectness, the light moves downwards in a sinusoidal way across the total area of the lamp. This gives the lamp an
expression of being out of control. The speed of this sinusoidal
movement depends on the speed of the lamp, so if the lamp is

not moving the light is also not moving. The lamp moves with
larger amplitude than the ‘social power’ lamp, because it has a
wider range of positions it can reach.
When the lamp is in the lowest position for a while and the user
was unsuccessful to rise it up again, the lamp will again blink.
The user can then use the control to slowly move the lamp back
up again. After a while, the lamp will fall down again and the
process repeats itself. The lamp will stop falling if the user is in
time to reach the control and move it upwards. A decrescendo
quality is implemented here: the lamp will fall down with decreasing amplitude and it will take longer to fall down again.
This should give the experience that the user learns the lamp
to stand upright by helping it and that the lamp needs less and
less help as time progresses.
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5

IMPLEMENTATION

CAD data was used to deﬁne the dimensions and generate data for producing
the prototype. The lamp’s L-shaped part
consists of two pieces of polystyrene Uproﬁle, chosen because of its stiffness,
lightness and availability. These pieces
are glued together and reinforced with an
L-shaped piece of Perspex on each side.
The two arms carrying this part are made
out of Perspex because of its high stiffness to weight ratio. Ribs were glued to
these arms to increase the stiffness. Inside
the proﬁles are the sensors and 28 LEDs.
Each LED’s intensity can be controlled
separately, so movement can be suggested by alternately turning LEDs on and off.
The open sides of the proﬁles are covered
by a plate of sandblasted Perspex, so the
light becomes more diffused, making the
light more comfortable and probably more
beautiful. The control at the top of the lamp
is also made out of sandblasted Perspex.
The base unit is made out of wood, and an
extra weight was placed inside to ensure
stability.
LumiLEDs were chosen because of their
compactness, lightness, cheapness,
durability, low energy consumption and
ease to control. The light intensity is a
drawback, but 28 LEDs appeared to give

enough light make the difference between
an uncomfortable and a comfortable level
of illumination for reading. The unpleasant color, however, remains a problem
unsolved. The ‘Hitec Deluxe HS-322HD’
servo drive was chosen because of its
compactness and ease to control. It appeared strong enough, but problems are
its sound and stepwise movement. To
sense the distance from objects around it
a movement sensor, the Sharp GP2D12,
was implemented. The lamp’s control knob
is connected to a piezoelectric transducer
which varies its output voltage according
to the amount it is bent. Also, a light sensor
was implemented so the lamp knows the
amount of light that is underneath it, which
could be informative. The sensors used
were suitable for the Phidgets [27] platform, so they could be directly coupled to
software on a laptop.
To add the lamp’s intelligence, Max/MSP,
a real-time dataﬂow modeling software
program, was used. By using line programming with, for example, Java, the
interactions would become very rigid and
sequential, while Max/MSP allows for a
direct coupling between what the system
senses and how it moves accordingly.
Ahn [1] also advocates this approach
and states that “though programming languages are quite suitable to describe sequential and logical behavior, but they do
not, by themselves, immediately provide a
suitable medium to express natural movements”, and “natural body movements are
continuously shaped by the stream of sensory signals that are experienced while the
body is in motion.”
An example where this approach bore its
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fruits is the ‘social power’ lamp’s ability
to keep a constant distance to the user.
This asks for autonomous behavior, which
prescribes that the lamp should have a
desired state and continuously adapt
its behavior to reach it. In this case, the
desired state is a certain distance from a
target. I implemented it by making the program continuously set a desired distance,
measure the difference between the current and desired distance and adapt the
motor position in terms of direction and
speed, the latter being directly proportional to the beforementioned difference.
It made movements look natural and interesting, and you could already ascribe
human qualities to the lamp. For more on
autonomous behavior I refer to chapter
8.3, where I explain how I designed an
autonomous drawing vehicle with help of
some very simple principles of embodied
behavior.

Figure 14. Final
prototype.
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EXPERIMENT

6.1 Research Question

How do different behaviors of a product
inﬂuence the experience of human values
in interaction?

6.2 Objective

The main objective of the experiment is to
ascertain the correlation between each of
two sets of parameters that describe a human-product interaction and human values as perceived by the user during the
interaction.

6.3 Methodology

This study is a form of action research
called ‘research through design’. It systematically investigates aspects of products by creating them and testing them in
real world situations. Thus, the knowledge
derived will be conditional instead of general. The knowledge generated in this experiment will especially be generalizable
to interactive products that show behavior
through physical movement. A pilot experiment will generate quantitative data
in order to ﬁnd large effect sizes between
different product behaviors and the perception of human values in interaction.

6.4 Sampling

13 Participants were selected through
convenience sampling. These were all ﬁrst
year students at the department of Industrial Design of the Eindhoven University
of Technology. The participants had little
experience in participating in research for
industrial design, so they had little expectations towards what the experiment was
about.

6.5 Variables

The independent variables are the two
modes of the lamp. Each mode is meant
to elicit the experience of a different human value in interaction with the lamp. The
intended values are ‘helpful’ and ‘social
power’.
There are various dependent variables.
The participant’s response towards a variety of human values was measured. To
generate as little bias as possible in the
participant’s responses, he was presented
not just the intended human values, but
also other values in various quadrants of
Schwartz’ structure [33]. The measured
values are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Helpful (working for the welfare
of others)
Honest (genuine, sincere)
Pleasure (gratiﬁcation of de
sires)
Social Power (control over oth
ers, dominance)
Creativity (uniqueness, imagina
tion)
Sense of Belonging (feeling that
others care about you)
Humble (modest, self-effacing)
Capable (competent, effective,
efﬁcient)

Also, the participants were presented
SAM scales [24] to rate how they felt in interaction, since this might be interesting in
further studies.

6.6 Hypotheses

The two most important predictions of the
researcher were:
•

•

The ‘social power’ mode
produces a higher score on
‘social power’ than any other
value does with a minimum
difference of 1 point on the
value scale.
The ‘helpful’ mode produces
a higher score helpfulness
than any other value does with
a minimum difference of 1
point on the value scale.

These directional hypotheses call for onetailed tests. The hypotheses are stated:
H0:

µ social power lamp, social power <= 1 + µ social
power lamp, any value other than social power

Figure 15. Experiment setup.

6.8 Data Collection

At the start of the experiment, a written
introduction was given to the participant.
He was not explicitly given a task, but it
was mentioned that he could try to get
the lamp in different positions and ﬁnd out
how its behavior made him feel.
The order in which participants interacted
with the two different modes of behavior
was counterbalanced. After having interacted with the lamp once, the participant
received a post-task questionnaire in
which he was asked to score the lamp on
value scales similar to those used by Ross
in [8] and SAM (Self-Assessment Manikin)
scales to rate how participants felt in interaction in terms of valence, arousal and
potency. This also gave the researcher
more time to set up the lamp for exhibiting the second behavior by changing the
software program. Finally, to complement
the quantitative data, the participant was
asked to ﬁll in an open question about the
human qualities he would intuitively describe to the lamp.

and

and

Then the participant interacted with the
lamp again. In the post-test questionnaire, the participant was asked to rate the
second interaction in the same way as he
rated the ﬁrst. But now the participant also
directly rated the two behaviors with Likert
scales on their differences in terms of the
values they elicited. The pre-test, post-task
and post-test questionnaires are included
in appendices J, K and M.

µ helpful lamp, helpful > 1 + µ helpful lamp, any

6.9 Data Analysis

µ helpful lamp, helpful <= 1 + µ

helpful lamp, any

value other than helpful

H1:

µ social power lamp, social power > 1 + µ social
power lamp, any value other than social power

value other than helpful

6.7 Setup

The participant was required to read one
sheet of size A4 paper while sitting on a
chair in a bedroom setting at the /d.searchlabs of the Eindhoven University of Technology. The lamp was positioned on a side
table next to the chair and magazines were
placed in front of the participant, as seen
in ﬁgure 15. A camera was placed in the
opposite side of the room at approximately
four meters distance.

SPSS was used to analyze the data with a
variety of statistical tests, of which the following are the results.

Value scores within each lamp
One sample t-tests (p < 0.05) revealed
that there are no signiﬁcant differences
between value scores for each lamp,
i.e. for each lamp there is not one value
that is elicited more than another value.
Therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected. Appendix N includes mean plots
of these tests.
Value scores between lamps
The comparative value scales did result in
signiﬁcant differences. A one sample t-test
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(p < 0.05) resulted in the mean plot in appendix … Concluded from this can be that
the social power lamp elicits the values
‘capable’, ‘pleasure’, ‘sense of belonging’
and, surprisingly, ‘helpful’ more than the
helpful lamp did. With p < 0.06 it can also
be concluded that the social power lamp
elicits more social power than the helpful
lamp.
An ANOVA on the results of individual
lamp’s value scales was used to check
whether in these scales these differences
also occurred. First the homogeneity of
variance was tested, and it appeared that
the variance can be considered homogeneous. These tables are included in appendix … It appeared that these scales
conﬁrm the difference between the lamps’
elicitation of ‘pleasure’ (p < 0.02) and ‘capable’ (p < 0.001).

Characteristics
Frequency tables of the words participants used to describe both behaviors are
included in appendix M.
The social power lamp was described
mostly as ‘cold’ (3), ‘listener’ (2), ‘assertive’
(2), ‘scared’ (2), ‘smart’ (2) and ‘annoying’
(2). Only the word ‘annoying’ does not describe the lamp the way it was intended.
Many other words, like ‘polite’, ‘a servant’,
‘calm’, ‘reserved’, ‘cooperating’, ‘social’,
‘friendly’, ‘adjustable’, ‘direct’, ‘(over) helpful’, ‘controllable’, ‘humble’ and ‘thinking
along’ described the lamp the way it was
intended. Other unforeseen but interesting
characteristics were ‘curious’, ‘ﬂexible’,
‘hostile’, ‘jumpy’ and ‘teasing’.
The helpful lamp was described mostly as
‘weird’ (3), ‘unclear’ (2), ‘calm’ (2), ‘kind’ (2)
and ‘stubborn’ (2). Words describing this
lamp varied more with the way the lamp
was intended. Other words that matched
the designer’s intention were ‘mysterious’,
‘sensitive’ and ‘impulsive’. Notable unexpected words were ‘angry’, ‘arrogant’,
‘funny’ and ‘your friend’.

SAM scales
A one-way ANOVA resulted in signiﬁcant
differences between lamps for valence (p
< 0.004), potency (p < 0.004) and arousal
(p < 0.06). A one sample t-test showed
that the social power lamp generates more
satisfaction (mean = 6.92, t = 18.06) than
the helpful lamp (mean = 4.31, t = 6.31).
Furthermore, the social power lamp makes
people feel more in control (mean = 4.46,
t = 7.24) than the helpful lamp (mean =
7.38, t = 12.00). Lastly, the helpful lamp
arouses people more (mean = 6.54, t =
14.17) than the social power lamp (mean
= 5.08, t = 8.89).

6.10 Conclusions

Although the hypothesis was rejected,
there were some interesting results. The
helpful lamp appeared to fail in eliciting
the intended value. Variances are high,
but this is probably due to the sample size.
Conclusions that can be drawn are that

the social power lamp elicits more ‘capable’, ‘pleasure’, ‘sense of belonging’ and
‘helpful’ than the helpful lamp. It is also
more satisfying to interact with and gives
the user the most control. With a little less
signiﬁcance it can also be concluded that
the helpful lamp arouses people more and
that the social power lamp elicits more social power than the helpful lamp, of which
the latter was a result wished for.

6.11 Discussion

The lamps were not as successful as expected. Although general differences can
be seen, it is apparently hard to design
for one speciﬁc human value. The lamps
would probably have been more successful if the following factors were changed.
Firstly, the lamp had a limited set of active
sensors, so it reacted only to a few actions
of the user. Because it was not clear how
the lamp should be used, many different
actions were tried out and only when the
user found out how the lamp worked, the
scenario arose that was intended. For the
helpful lamp it was intended that the user
should try out many different things to raise
the lamp, and that he would have to put
much effort in it. This worked, since many
people tried to lift the lamp by forcefully
acting upon its body. On the other hand,
the social power lamp should have been
better controllable. Many participants tried
to position the lamp by moving its body,
to which the lamp did not respond as if it
were stubborn. In general, after a while the
participants did ﬁnd out how it reacted,
which created an interaction as intended.
The lamp would probably have been more
successful if it knew more about what the
user was trying, for example with a rotary
sensor that gave feedback about the position of the lamp, and responded to this.
Secondly, the time that participants needed to ﬁnd out how the lamp worked should
have been shortened. This could have
been done by creating better affordances.
The knob was only used the way it was intended by two participants. It also reacted
when participants pushed it on top, which
was the commonly used strategy. This
made the movement to ‘shape’ the lamp
not ‘rising’, but ‘sinking’, since the movement is aimed downwards instead of upwards. The control should have been bigger and its form should have been more
organic and familiar, so people would see
it as something to ﬁt into their hand or ﬁngers. The signaling light that hinted when
and where to touch the lamp helped, but
is too much a semantic, and not a direct
approach of communicating to the user.
The semantics of this signal were ambiguous; some participants perceived it as a
threatening light because of its color and
too high frequency. Also, a task-oriented
experiment would probably have been
more successful. This way, the purpose of
the interaction would have been constant
all the time. By letting the purpose of the
interaction open to the participant, there
were some people who used the lamp to
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read with, but most participants put their
focus on the lamp and started to interact
with the lamp only, as if it were a toy. This
likely has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the
user experience.
Thirdly, the parameters were not perfectly implemented. In a fairly short time
I had to learn to work with Max/MSP and
Phidgets, and I managed to get to a fairly
good level. I implemented some complex
behavior and managed to implement most
movement parameters up to a basic level,
although many small technical issues remain unsolved. A free ﬂow in the lamp’s
movement was especially hard to realize
for the ‘helpful’ mode. It is implemented by
adding parts of a speciﬁc sine wave to the
motor signal. A problem here is that the
complexity of this function makes the software run slower, and the movement less
smooth. Also, the ratio between the motor
speed and speed of the lamp varies all the
time, because of the four bar mechanism.
At some parts of the path the lamp moves
slower (e.g. when it is rising up), while at
other parts it moves quickly (e.g. at the
highest position). This is also inﬂuenced
by the weight of the lamp. The device
should be mathematically optimized to
overcome these problems. Another problematic parameter is probably the reactivity of the ‘helpful’ lamp. After a while of
being motionless in a high position, it falls
down again. This makes it appear as if the
lamp has a will of its own, and thus as if it
was proactive instead of reactive to gravity. It should have been clearer that the
lamp has trouble controlling itself and falls
down because of external factors working upon its body. For example, the lamp
could have continuously moved in a sinusoidal fashion, so it becomes clear that its
permanent state is one of being subjected
to a force that makes it move in this way, as
well as that it moves with a free ﬂow.
A ﬁnal improvement that should be made
is implementing a solution for the problem
that the ‘social power’ lamp occasionally
starts to oscillate because it works with
a feedback loop. When the lamp ‘sees’
the edge of the paper and judges it to be
too close to it, it adjusts itself by moving
backwards. This movement also changes
the position of the distance sensor, the
lamp’s ‘eye’, so now the lamp looks into
the distance. It would now revert back to
the paper, since it judges what is sees in
the distance as being too far away. Now it
sees the edge of the paper, and the whole
loop continues. Although this happened
only two times during the experiments, it
did force the user to adjust the paper in order to make the lamp hold itself still. It also
probably caused the descriptions ‘annoying’ and ‘teasing’ for this lamp.

7

CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Framework

Some conclusions can be drawn in retrospect to using this
framework. Here, a detailed reﬂection is given on how the analysis of the movement qualities helped the design phase. Some
qualities appeared to describe the interactions in too much detail, while other aspects would have been more valuable would
they have been described in more detail. Improvements are
outlined and a new framework is presented that incorporates
these improvements.

Separating actions
A main thing learned is that it is hard to capture movement
qualities that describe the whole interaction from beginning
to end, since each interaction contains a multitude of actions
and some actions within the interaction differ greatly. For example, interaction with the ‘helpful’ lamp comprised both light
and strong actions. Moreover, different actions could clearly
be grouped. For example, an action to position the hand of
the lamp mostly had a light effort, while in the same interaction
an action to position the whole lamp could be strong. This is a
clear separation that the framework does not support.
Furthermore, the lamp in this study is a relatively simple product because it offers a few functionalities, which evokes a limited set of interactions. More complex products, like vending
machines or cars, require more interactions, which each have
their own qualities. The framework is very limited for specifying interaction with such a product. Since each interaction with
a product is designed separately, I propose to also analyze
these interactions separately. The determinant factor for the
separation should be the purpose of the interaction, which is
important, as mentioned before, but neglected by this framework.

Subjective impression
Another conclusion is that a formal description of an interaction
is not enough to be able to create a convincing design. There
is always room for interpretation, since words can never totally
capture an interaction. In [19], the authors also mention that a
formal description alone is not enough. Apart from the formal,
biomechanical perspective, i.e. ‘talk about the body’, there
should, according to the authors, also be a description from
the subjective, phenomenological experience of moving, i.e.
‘talk of the body’. The proposed framework does not include
the last type of description. Also Bacigalupi [3, 4] mentions
that a formal description is not enough, and proposes to also
use expressive terms to describe emotional engagement and
physical identiﬁcation with movements. In the design process I
followed, talking about the interactions in these kinds of terms
greatly supported communication. Metaphors and associations
could sometimes be used to clarify a movement, for example
‘the lamp and person are like a magnet’ or ‘the lamp moves like
an opening ﬂower’. The framework should provide the option to
capture this subjective quality and therefore I added a box in
which that can be described in a few words.
LMA
The Effort appeared very useful the way it was described. A description with Laban’s [18] basic effort actions or effort graphs
would be respectively too limited or too detailed. Effort qualities
are described as either on one or the other end of a spectrum.
It was sometimes hard to determine on which end an interac-

tion was, because there had not been agreed upon where the
limit between the two lies. Also, the order in which different
observations are done partially determines this, which makes
the analysis less objective and remains open for interpretation.
Another limitation that remains is that effort in Laban’s terms is
about the perspective of the actor, while it is used here from the
perspective of the observer.
Also the Shape and Space aspects were useful and provided
helpful insights. To analyze the Body aspect, a clear understanding of the human body is needed. It sometimes appeared
hard to determine where exactly a movement started, or what
the connections were. The initiation, for example, should be determined by looking at the pivoting point of the ﬁrst movement,
not by trying to determine what muscles the person is using in
the movement. Describing the Body aspect, proved helpful but
very laborious, as much time was spent analyzing which speciﬁc body parts were being used. Therefore, I propose a few
alterations to notating the Body aspect.
Firstly, the connection aspect is too ambiguous and limited in its
capacity to describe complex movements. The ‘pleasure’ lamp,
for example, had connections in which there was a wave-like
movement from one part of the body to another part, while the
‘creativity’ lamp had a direct connection: when one hand was
moved, the other hand moved in the same way. The framework
only allows for describing the body parts involved in the connection, not the nature of the connection. LMA provides the solution [25] by allowing a connection to be described as simultaneous, where a body part moves at the same time, successive,
where movement of one body part causes movement of an adjacent body part, or sequential, where movement of one body
part causes movement of a non-adjacent body part.
Secondly, a description of human body parts used by the lamp
appeared not very useful, since the moving parts of the lamp
that was designed could not objectively be compared to human
body parts. Only in the design of a highly anthropomorphic
product describing human body parts would be useful. The
framework is intended for the analysis and design of any body
in interaction with a person and should, to describe this body,
be more abstracted from the human form. On the other hand,
notating body parts to specify human input actions is valuable,
as sometimes the product should invite the user to use his foot,
for example, and at other times his hand. For the product, the
revised framework describes only whether the body part is in
the center or the periphery of the body (as also employed by
the Rotterdam Dance Academy to describe initiation points in a
body). It also provides space to notate the amount of connections and initiation points, as often there were multiple.

Initiative
This aspect was clearly consistent within each lamp and was
moreover easily derivable, giving no reason to not take it into
account.
Posture
There is an ambiguity in using stick ﬁgures, since from a 2D
posture you can never derive a 3D body. Despite this, the posture aspect clearly pointed out differences between interactions
with different lamps and appeared quite well measurable.
Dynamic Development
The overall development appeared hard to analyze, although it
was very valuable. It appeared easier if ﬁrst the single interactions would be analyzed and in the end the dynamic development. To generate an accurate graph requires the observer to
record the value of a parameter at multiple points in time. I think
it is not sufﬁcient to watch the interaction and then generate a
graph from memory, since subtle data might be lost then. In
the new framework, single interactions and dynamics between
interactions are separated. A graph is provided with a clear
time structure and is provided in appendix A. Also, there is the
possibility to indicate where important single interactions take
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place. The interactions that were analyzed could be numbered
and placed next to the graph. Because there is more room for
the graph, there is also the possibility to record multiple qualities at the same time.

Design guidelines
for product movement

Complexity
The revised framework might still be a little complex and laborious to use. However, it should offer enough detail in order to
note important details. For most applications not all elements
of the framework will be very important. Therefore, designers
could choose to only use a few elements of the framework.

7.2 Design

As the project comprised only 10 weeks, some aspects of the
design received more attention than others. As a result of this,
the lamp had some drawbacks, which will be explained here.

Balance in design
For the research, most important was the interaction with the
lamp. The study focused on exploring the relatively new area of
movement as a syntactic design element and in this, traditional
elements were explored too little. It would have been interesting
to also have done a wider exploration into these elements. The
requirements were especially about the lamp’s movement, as
no signiﬁcant qualities concerning the physical form could be
derived from the analyses. A more intuitive form design process
could have made the form more uniﬁed and convincing I think.
Also sound was largely ignored: the motor made a signiﬁcant
noise, especially when moving at high speed, which likely contributed to the user experience. In a successful design, all syntactic elements are woven together to form a gestalt, a whole.
Another underdeveloped aspect was movement as input modality. A lot of effort was put in designing a convincing output
movement, while it would have been worthwhile to explicitly design desirable input movements as well. There were not a lot
of strict requirements for input movement, apart from the light
effort needed for the ‘social power’ lamp and the strong effort
needed for the ‘helpful’ lamp. A more intuitive process to ﬁll in
the gaps could have been valuable.
Furthermore, because the focus was on designing for human
values, aspects like aesthetics and usability remained underdeveloped too. These are, however, important for any design.
An example of the underdeveloped usability is the control on
top of the lamp. This should have been a better affordance by
inviting the user to act on it in the right way, as well as showing a clear mapping between this action and the result of this
action.
In conclusion, in trying to formally specify qualities and implementing these in a structured way, the aspects that were not
formally speciﬁed were not ﬁlled in optimally. I tend to think very
rational and optimize a design to meet its formal requirements
as good as possible. This makes the design process more
transparent, since there is a rational explanation for everything.
In this project I put a lot of emphasis on formal requirements
and rational decision making, in which I got stuck sometimes.
In the design process, there should have been a better balance
between intuitive thinking and ‘design by numbers’, as well as
between designs of various syntactic elements.

Designing movement
What can be learned from literature [1, 2, 3, 16, 17, 20] in combination with my (still limited) experience of designing embodied movements in a lamp is uttered here in the form of some
preliminary movement design guidelines I would like to share
with other designers or students. These might seem a little
obvious, but I hope that this list will be optimized with help of
other experiences in the future, in order to have an explicit and
shared body of knowledge.
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1.

Consciously make all movements
meaningful, not just functional.

2.

Complex movements are richer in
content than abstract movements.

3.

Movements are hard to ignore; ﬁnd
an optimum in the movement’s
salience.

4.

Communicate one clear message at
a time and let all movements in all
parts of the body consistently
contribute to this message.

5.

Make sure the user gets the
message: design the position from
which the user will likely observe the
movement.

6.

For a positive experience, the user
should be in control. Do not let a
product’s movements impose a
rhythm on the user.

7.

Design the story behind the
interaction on an abstract level
before designing the concrete
movements.

8.

Design the body and its behavior in
parallel.

9.

Quickly explore movements by
varying the object’s body, its sensors
and actuators and the positioning of
these components.

10.

Specify formal movement qualities
and ﬁll in the details with what you
know that works from experience.

11.

Prioritize movement qualities and
design the most important movement
qualities ﬁrst.

12.

Apart from designing single
movements, compose the
development over time and how
movements contribute to a smooth
ﬂow of experience.

13.

Iteratively test movements and their
effects on people by means of small
experiments.

8

MODULE
PORTFOLIO
Figure 17. Dentissimo, an electric toothbrush based on
classical music by Béla Bartók.

8.1 Aesthetics of Interaction

An electric toothbrush was designed and
prototyped according to aesthetical elements derived from a piece of classical
music. An interaction composition was
made to translate musical elements into
expressive interactions with everyday
products. The elements from this interaction composition were derived with help
of the framework developed in my research project. After that, a map of these
elements was made to generate requirements, which were subsequently translated into an interactive prototype.

Elements of interaction 3 are mapped
onto the functionality of turning the device
on, because this is the ﬁrst action in the
story. The knob is designed in a way that
you cannot quickly use it: the ﬁnger has
to make a 300 degree arc and touch the
knob at the periphery, so the ﬁnger needs
to traverse a certain distance. Because of
its form, the knob invites the user to touch
it at various points and because it is not
comfortable to turn it around in a single
action. The shrinking and closing quality

is implemented in the feedback given by
eight LEDs during this action. The LEDs
are positioned on a circle and start to light
at the periphery of this circle, while gradually moving inwards.
Then the device turns on and starts to
move quickly and with high amplitude. To
get the brush to move with lower intensity,
the user has to perform a forceful shaking action. Elements of interaction 1 were
mapped onto this action. It is direct and
sinking because the brush needs to be
shaken in the vertical direction. It is closing because it invites the user to move the
brush slightly towards the user’s body.
Interaction 2 was used to give an expression to the feedback for the shaking action. When the user shakes the device, the
LEDs move clockwise along the circle, like
a whirlwind. The LEDs also have an after
effect: if the user stops shaking, the LEDs
continue to whirl for a while. The simultaneous connection between opposite body
parts is implemented in the light feedback;

alternately the inner and outer LEDs turn
on with a frequency that is directly proportional to the intensity of the shaking action. At high intensity, the LEDs move very
quickly and in a seemingly random fashion. Because a near kinespheric reach
was required, the LEDs are positioned in a
small space. The expression would probably have been very different if this space
would have been signiﬁcantly bigger.
Each time the toothbrush is calmed down,
it again automatically increases the amplitude and speed with which its brush moves
in a step-wise fashion. This forces the user
to shake the brush again and again. Thus,
repetitive and incrementing elements are
implemented. The device has to be turned
off the same way as it has to be turned on,
although now the knob needs to be rotated
in the opposite direction.
The module was great in the sense that
it made me a bit more aware of the aesthetic limitations of current products, and
that there is a richness of work in the world
where product designers can draw inspiration from. Moreover, by doing a quick
design research cycle, I learned how this
can be done. A bonus for me is that the
module excellently matched my research
project, because I was able to do a sped
up process similar to the one followed in
the project. It was nice to apply the interaction framework for another purpose, and
see that in a few days it can lead to a design that matches the aesthetic intentions
of the designer.

8.2 Ethics in Design

In this module I started to design from the
notion that designers should be conscious
about how the objects they design will impact society and analyze this systematically from an ethical point of view. By imposing certain actions on users designers
shape people, which is a process designers should control. All objects inherently
belong to an ethical system and this can
be challenged by consciously designing
for a totally different ethical system.
In this case, a Confucianistic vending machine was designed. First, collages and
abstract interaction mechanisms were
created to set requirements and generate inspiration for the ﬁnal design. Then a
model was built and tested with a Wizard
of Oz approach.
Figure 16. Interaction map.
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that period were designed the way they
were designed. This knowledge was converted into two product designs that could
have existed in these periods. One is an
abundant alarm clock with all kinds of design elements from the American 1920’s,
the other is a radio designed according to
De Stijl’s principles.
I am now more aware of the historical
developments that took place before we
came in this era, and learned to not just
blindly follow the design culture I am in,
but also take sidesteps from it and look at
what happened in the past and why it happened. Furthermore, the module helped to
form an opinion about design in general.

Figure 18. Vending machine based on Confucianism.

The machine sells two sacred balls that
are positioned symmetrically on top of two
slopes and need to come together on the
lower platform. To obtain the balls, the user
needs to place the pins on the platform,
while maintaining the balance. The pins on
the slope prevent the balls from rolling out,
so when the last pin is raised the ball rolls
onto the platform. The pins on the platform
are arranged in a circular way, so they
prevent the ball from rolling off. The trick is
to lift the ﬁnal left and right pins at exactly
the right moment, so the balls simultaneously fall onto the platform. Then, the pins
should be removed from the platform while
the balls should be prevented from rolling
off. This adds to the difﬁculty of completing the interaction successfully.
This module taught me that it is sometimes
interesting to design from a purely ideological perspective, and leave all other
requirements behind. This is probably impossible when designing for a company;
however it was interesting to do. Moreover,
the module taught me about design on a
more abstract level than I was used to. I
never thought about the ethical systems
that underlie products. These thoughts
are very pure and I hope to always keep
them.

8.3 Autonomous Behavior

In this module I explored how complex
embodied behavior can be created with
simple means. By creating different objects and directly coupling sensors to
actuators in certain patterns and placing
them on these objects, I explored what
was possible. In the context of the project
I also explored how a lamp could adapt to
its environment and produced an interactive simulation with help of the programming environment Processing.

my main contribution was the design and
implementation of analog electronics. This
hands-on experience was very nicely
complemented by a set of theoretical
texts and presentations. I hope that in the
future I can apply my basic knowledge of
designing intelligence in a product design
process. My goal for this education is that
in the end I have designed an intelligent
product, since that is the faculty’s promise.
This module was essential regarding to fulﬁllment of this promise.

Figure 21. Art Deco alarm clock ‘Dream-O-Clock’.

8.5 Form Building

Figure 19. Rembot, an autonomous drawing vehicle.

8.4 Design Culture

Designers can learn a lot from the past,
and in this module I dug into general literature about the history of design and
especially about the time when mechanization started taking place, after the Arts
and Crafts period. I especially focused on
two ideologically almost opposite periods:
De Stijl and Art Deco. I learned what their
philosophies were and why products from

To practice form design in a more structured and efﬁcient way, I did this module. I
started from art history and principles like
gestalt theory and applied these by making abstract images and an object. Then,
an existing product was redesigned,
presented as a marker drawing and subsequently converted into a wooden 3D
scale model. Apart from doing interaction
design and trying new approaches to industrial design, I ﬁnd it important to also
focus on traditional industrial design. What
I do and like best is traditional form design
and illustration, and the skills learned in
the module greatly helped me to be able
to apply a more professional approach to
my future work.

The ﬁnal deliverable was a vehicle that
reacted to the brightness of the surface it
was driving on, and according to that input steered itself into a certain direction.
In addition to that, the vehicle responds
to sound and when this is loud enough, it
puts down a marker on the surface it is riding on and starts drawing.
For me, the module was especially a technical learning experience, as conceptually there was not a lot of exploration, and

Figure 20. De Stijl radio.

Figure 22. Marker drawing and wooden model of a redesigned automatic lawn mower.
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8.6 Mental Models

This module gave a lot of insights in the
topic of mental models; what they are, how
they are formed and why they are important. This knowledge was applied in the
design of a microwave interface that could
adapt itself to its user by varying its level of
automation. A paper prototype was made
and tested with a few subjects according to the methods pathﬁnder and teachback. We concluded that different levels of
automation do inﬂuence the acquisition of
mental models.
I mainly chose this module to complement
the lack of focus on the user aspect in my
research project. It was helpful because it
gave me much in depth theoretical knowledge about the topic of mental models
and some more experience in applying
this knowledge to the design of interactive
and even intelligent systems.

Figure 23. Paper prototype of adaptive microwave interface.

9.7 Quantitative Research
Methods

In design research, quantitative research
is crucial in order to verify design proposals. Also in product design it is often
worthwhile to conduct quantitative research. I think this module was very helpful because it introduced me to statistics
and gave me more experience with writing a research proposal. This proposal
was used in my research project, where
I actually did quantitative research. I am
planning to become an industrial designer,
not a design researcher, so I think I will not
often be applying what I learned here in
the future. Nevertheless, this module was
important, since it taught me to think on
a more abstract, academic level about
design and see products as vehicles to
change something in the world.

7

PERSONAL REFLECTION &
IDENTITY

As a natural born illustrator, I have subconsciously always been looking for reasons to apply 2D sketching in my design
projects. In effect, much of my focus has
been on form design and solving concrete physical problems, which gave me
a perfectionist eye for visual detail. It was
hard to let this go in this semester, as the
project I did was based on a very abstract
idea, and not coupled to a pragmatic real
world problem. It was enriching to follow this quite new approach of research
through design, i.e. creating objects in order to test hypotheses. Also in modules I
encountered the abstract ideas of designing for ethical systems or human values,
which made me think on a different level
about design. A better competency in abstraction is one of my main developments
for this semester.
When it comes to design skills, 2D sketching is one of the tools I mainly used in the
past, but it appeared less helpful in this
project since it stepped away from form as
the main syntactical design element and
focused more on embodied movement.
I tried 4D sketching before in the ‘Semotion’ project I did [16], and continued to
develop this skill during the last semester.
The module ‘form building’ taught me a
more structured way to do form design,
and I master this quite well, but in designing movement I encountered that a
similar structure would be very beneﬁcial
there too. I should have explored in a more
structured way by starting to generate a
wide variety of conceptual solutions for
the lamp’s behavior and narrow it down
up to the last detail. Instead, I sequentially
added the required parameters bottom-up
wise, which resulted in a behavior that was
too diffuse to elicit one value in particular.
This is a problem I also encountered in the
Semotion project, although I now created
more complex and convincing behavior. In
the module ‘autonomous behavior’ I also
did a creative, unstructured exploration
with embodied movement. This resulted
in an interesting object that was however
more prone to having success as an art
object than as a preliminary prototype for
a product.
This object was interesting because it had
been designed without requirements and
purely from intuition. Naturally, I am quite
rational, which keeps me focusing on ﬁnding optimal solutions for a set of formal
requirements. In the project, I got stuck
on this. Rational problem solving took too
much time and often resulted in a fragmented design proposal, without much
strength and unity of concept. However
formal requirements are important, I no-
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ticed that this should always be complemented by design decisions based on
strong intuitive feelings. This is something
I will try to do more in the future.
My experiences with designing movement
reinforce my design identity as a conceptual, creative explorer who tries out new
possibilities. The design world, in my opinion, is more and more becoming stuck in
producing similar products with over-designed bodies and standard interfaces,
which makes reading design books and
websites more and more boring. I hope
to be a person that can bring refreshing
alternatives to this. Designing product that
move expressively are one of the elements
that could be added to create very interesting innovations.
Another of these elements is intelligence,
with which I also experimented in the
last semester. Products that learn and
show complex behavior can enter into
much deeper relationships with their users. Where in the ﬁrst master semester I
became skeptical towards creating intelligent products as a kind of artiﬁcial life
form, I see now that it can have major advantages if designed well. For example,
deeper relationships with products could
make an end to today’s throwaway culture
and create a more balanced world, which
is an increasingly important issue I think.
Technically spoken I got more competent
in quickly creating experiential prototypes
with Phidgets and Max/MSP. In the module
‘aesthetics of interaction’, for example, a
prototype was designed, built and tested
in a mere three days. These are relatively
new tools, which reinforces my identity as
an innovator who tries out new things and
integrates them into new product development processes.
My development concerning the coupling
of products to people, i.e. the ‘user focus’,
was underexposed this semester. I did
one module, ‘mental models’, that brought
me a lot of theoretical insights and some
practical experience, but in the project I
did not reach beyond reading some literature about interaction design and aesthetics. Naturally, I am not good at interacting
with people, but I do recognize that it is increasingly important to communicate with
end users in the form of a co-design process. In the future, I will especially try to
develop my abilities in that area, although I
think that a ‘design guru’ approach, where
the designer embodies a strong individual
vision in his products, can also be very
beneﬁcial.
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B. Interaction Framework Explanation

B.1 Effort

Effort is about the intention of the mover,
not about how the movement is perceived
[18]. According to the NYU movement
group [25], “Effort change is generally associated with change of mood or emotion
and, hence, is an inroad to expressivity.” A
movement can be intended in terms of four
aspects: Time, Weight, Flow and Space.
The Time aspect can be either ‘sudden’
or ‘sustained’. This aspect clearly determines a lot about the semantic content of
a movement. As mentioned by Hummels
in [13], the speed with which a toaster
pushes out its toast can have an important
contribution to the aesthetics of interaction. Another example coming to mind is
the puffer ﬁsh making use of sudden motion to scare away attackers.
Weight is about the amount of energy put
in a movement. In a ‘strong’ effort a lot of
energy is intended to be used, in a ‘light’
effort little energy is intended to be used.
An action that requires a strong effort (e.g.
bench pressing) can give a different experience than an action that requires a light
effort (e.g. playing minigolf).
Flow can be ‘free’ or ‘bound’ and is about
the way in which energy is released from
the body. A free ﬂow describes a movement that is not intended to end at a speciﬁc point, like the movement of the legs
of a cyclist when he is in a ‘demarrage’.
A bound ﬂow has the intention to stop the
movement at certain points, for instance
when shifting gears of a car. It is better
controlled than a movement with free ﬂow.
The intention of the Space aspect can be
described as either ‘direct’ or ‘indirect’. A
movement might be intended to take a direct, straight path towards an object, or an
indirect, curved path. An example of the
former is an athlete running to the ﬁnish
line, an example of the latter is a child happily running around in a park. The last example can also exemplify a discrepancy
between when you look at a motion from
the viewpoint of the observer and when
you do so from the viewpoint of the actor. From the last viewpoint, the intention
could be direct when the child is chasing
a butterﬂy, while from the viewpoint of the
observer it could be indirect since the butterﬂy and therefore also the child move in
an indirect manner.
Of course, the intentionality cannot be
distilled only from a video, so there is a
discrepancy between the aspects of Effort as explained by Laban and how they
are used in the framework. According to
Laban, the elements should be analyzed
from the perspective of the actor, while the
framework allows doing it only from the
perspective of the observer. It must also
be noted that Effort qualities are continuums, but the bipolar notation is used for
the sake of simplicity.

Effort elements are formal and irreducible
and to use them properly requires some
knowledge. Another option could be to
seek for a more subjective approach. One
of them could be describing a motion in
a more qualitative way by making combinations of elements and noting these
under one word. For example, in [18], the
authors mention that there are eight basic
combinations of Effort elements that are
natural to the human body: slashing, gliding, pressing, ﬂicking, wringing, dabbing,
punching and ﬂoating. These elements
make up the so-called Effort Cube or Dynamosphere. At the Rotterdam Academy
of Dance they have a similar set, but include the area where the movement is
initiated: in the center or the periphery of
the body. The movements in this set are
punching, ﬂoating, pushing, ﬂapping, sliding, slapping, shivering and pulling. These
combinations are better understandable
when used for describing the human
body, but hard to apply when designing
products’ movements. I think that a more
abstract notation leads to more interesting product movements and new types of
movement that cannot be performed by
the human body. Products should develop
an own way of moving, and not just imitate
humans. Therefore, I decided to notate the
elements separately.

B.2 Shape

As products starts to move, dynamic qualities of form come into play. LMA’s shape
component distinguishes between three
qualities: Shape Flow, Directional Movement and Shaping.
Shape Flow is about how a body changes
as a result of moving its body parts. This
can be described as ‘growing’ or ‘shrinking’, which is about the body’s volume, or
as ‘opening’ or ‘closing’, which is about
the limbs being directed away from or towards the body, respectively. An example
that shows the meaning of this aspect can
be seen in the movements of animals; cats
and peacocks make growing movements
to scare away others, while wolves make
shrinking movements to indicate their subservience to their peers. These descriptors are helpful and thus taken up into the
framework.
Directional Movement describes how the
body moves towards a point in space. This
movement can be either ‘spoke-like’ or
‘arc-like’. There is an overlap here with the
space aspect of Effort, since a motion that
is observed as direct will also be observed
as spoke-like. Hence I have decided not to
include this element.
Shaping refers to the way a body moves
in relation to its direct environment. It is
especially relevant to specify humanproduct interactions, since an action that
a person makes to interact with a product
is often a shaping action, i.e. it is intended
to manipulate a property of something in
the environment. A movement of the hu-
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man body can be shaping on three axes:
the sagittal, vertical and horizontal. In the
sagittal dimension a movement can be either ‘advancing’ or ‘retreating’. In the vertical dimension it can be ‘rising’ or ‘sinking’,
and in the horizontal it can be ‘enclosing’
or ‘spreading’.
LMA comprises more qualities, like Shape
Flow Support, which describes how the
body changes as a result of breathing. The
framework does not incorporate these, as
they are very subtle and hard to detect.
Perhaps they are also not very appropriate
to products, as products do not breathe.
Still there is a risk that these qualities are
signiﬁcant in the expression of a human
value, but to keep the framework compact
I decided to leave them out.

B.3 Space

Kinespheric reach is part of LMA’s Space
component. It describes the personal
space the body takes up. When the limbs
are fully extended, the kinespheric reach
is ‘far’, when they are close to the body it
can be described as ‘near’. In between the
two the kinespheric reach should be described as ‘middle’. The kinespheric reach
can convey considerable meaning. For example, when the limbs are fully extended
this might make the body more open and
accessible, and thus possibly more inviting to the user. It might also communicate
where to focus a certain interaction. The
opening of the DVD slot of a PC, for example, can be seen as a movement where
the product changes its kinespheric reach.
This movement indicates to the user where
to focus, as well as invites him to interact
with it. If the slot would open only partially,
it would require a different interaction and
create a different experience. LMA also
includes the intentions of a body towards
the general space around it. This aspect
not included in the framework.

B.4 Body

The distinction is made between three
bodies: the human, the product and the
human-product unity when they can be
seen as one body. Each interaction quality is notated for each of these separate
bodies.
In any movement, the body that performs
it plays a role. Which body parts are used
in an interaction, for example, determines
a lot about the experience. A person who
has to use his knee for a task requiring a
lot of precision might feel frustrated when
he ﬁnds efﬁciency important and wants
to complete the task quickly, whereas he
would have done ﬁne by only using his
arm. To capture the dynamic qualities of
the body, I turn to LMA’s Body aspect. It
encompasses a variety of qualities, like initiation, connections, sequences and patterns of body organization. In describing
the human body, Bartenieff’s [4, p. 19] list
of body parts was used. This divides the
body in an upper and a lower unit. The upper unit consists of the head, neck, chest,
upper spine, shoulder joint, scapula, arm,

forearm, wrist, hand and ﬁngers. The lower
unit comprises the lower back, lower abdomen, pelvis, hip, thigh, lower leg, foot
and toes. If the body is not a single human
body, like in this study the human-lampunity, or a product, then the names of body
parts should be used metaphorically. For
example, if the person lifts the foot of the
lamp with his foot to pick it up, then the
combination of the person’s leg and lamp’s
leg might still be considered the unity’s
arm, since it performs a function that an
arm usually performs.

can be considered proactive if it initiates
its actions towards the environment, and
reactive if external forces, e.g. gravity,
dominate the interaction.

Initiation is about which body part the
movement stems from. Reaching for a
button on a coffee machine, for example,
might be done by moving the arm only, but
it could also be initiated from the shoulder
or even the lower back, if the user has to
bend down his body in order to reach the
button.

B.5 Example

The connections between body parts and
sequence in which they move can make a
movement look very distinct. Break-dance,
for example, is a style of dance that relies
on a connection of many body parts. Connections can be noted down by connecting
the words representing the involved body
parts with a dash. For example, when the
lamp moves its right arm as soon as its left
arm is moved by the user, there is an ‘armarm’ connection present within the lamp.
There can also be connections within the
human-product unity. These do not even
have to be physical, for example a direction of an arm towards another person’s
feet can be considered a connection. The
framework also includes a box to denote
which parts of the human body and lamp’s
body make physical contact. For example,
when the person only touches the lamp’s
hand with his own hand, the notation
should be ‘person: hand, lamp: hand.’ It
is interesting to describe this, because
where the product should be touched, but
also the part of his body the person uses to
interact with the product likely determine
part of the experience. It can be imagined
that a product with the controls positioned
near the ground makes the user feel humble or disrespected, but would the person
be invited to use his foot in the operation
the experience might be totally different.
Body parts that are not involved in a particular connection, sequence or initiation
but do contribute to an expression should
also be noted. Therefore I added the selfimposed quality ‘Body Parts Involved’.
Another aspect I added to the framework
is initiative, which describes what body
mainly initiates the interaction. This aspect
can have two values: proactive and reactive. Whether a product is proactive or reactive determines a lot in the experience
it gives to the user. A product that completely reacts to the user’s actions might
give the user a feeling of control, while a
product that acts autonomously might be
perceived as an other; less predictable but
more intelligent. The human-product unity

LMA’s patterns of body connectivity are
basic connective patterns that can be
discovered in human movement, like a
head-tail or diagonal connection. These
are especially suited to the human body
and not very interesting for non-anthropomorphic products so the framework does
not include this aspect.

To clarify some of the aforementioned elements an example is given, describing
the action where the Bang and Olufsen
BeoCenter 2 CD player opens its lid. This
action is depicted in ﬁgure 24.

of kinespheric reach.
The term ‘angular’ or ‘smooth’ is used to
describe if the changes happen in a linear
fashion or in a more organic fashion. For
example, the lamp expressing creativity
moved in a mechanical way, and interactions had a clear beginning and ending.
The lamp expressing social power, by
contrast, often smoothly kept moving during the whole interaction.
‘Repetitive’ or ‘non-repetitive’ are terms
used to specify the phrasing in interaction.
In the ﬁelds of music and dance, phrasing
is used to make for aesthetically pleasing
transitions. It can be compared to the role
of punctuation in language. Unless there
are clear repetitions in the graph the development can be described as ‘non-repetitive’.
‘Crescendo’ and ‘decrescendo’ are terms
used in music to denote a respective increment or decrement over a time period with
regards to the volume, usually. The framework allows using them for any aspect of
the interaction. Possibly, ‘incrementing’
and ‘decrementing’ would be better terms
to use because they are not solely associated to volume in music.

Figure 24. Bang & Olufsen’s BeoCenter 2 CD player
opening its lid.

The three moving parts are the two metal
plates and the transparent lid. First the two
plates move to the side synchronously and
slowly, and then the lid opens. In terms of
effort, this is a ‘sustained’, ‘light’, ‘bound’
and fairly ‘direct’ motion. The shape is
clearly ‘opening’, ‘rising’ and slightly ‘retreating’ and the used kinesphere is ‘near’.
Furthermore, there is a clear connection
between the left and right plate which can
be called the ‘arms’ of the object and these
arms and the lid, which can be called the
‘head’. The arms are the initiating part, and
the parts expressively involved are the
arms and head.

B.7 Physical form

LMA offers the terms ‘wall-like’, ‘ball-like’,
‘pin-like’ and ‘screw-like’ to describe the
body’s attitude, but these terms are not
very rich in content and limited to describing basic conﬁgurations of the human
form. Therefore the framework does not
include them. Analysis of posture can be
done by unraveling it into the following set
of parameters.
•

B.6 Dynamics between
interactions

•

The frequency of the interactions is noted
as ‘high’, ‘middle’, ‘low’ or ‘alternating’. As
with many other qualities, there is no formal
boundary that determines what descriptor
to chose, which leaves room for interpretation. If there is none or only one peak in the
graph, ‘NA’ can be used to describe the
frequency.

•

The Rotterdam Dance Academy uses
terms from music, like ‘adagio’ and ‘accelerando’, to describe developments in
time. I used some terms comparable to
these, but left out others.

The amplitude of the graph determines the
amount of change in time and can be ‘low’
or ‘high’. For example, a body could alternately extend its limbs to the maximum
and then shrink again, which would produce high amplitude in the development
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•

•

Stability; if the center of the
posture is (approximately)
above the point where the body
rests on the ground, the
posture can be described as
‘stable’, otherwise it can be
described as ‘unstable’.
Orientation; ‘horizontal’ or
‘vertical’ are the main
characteristics. If you would
enclose the posture with a
rectangle, then the side of this
rectangle that clearly has
the highest length determines
the orientation of the posture.
Complexity; the amounts of
different segments that make
up the drawing of the posture
determine the complexity.
Some limit must be set to
determine above which number
of segments a posture is
described as having ‘little
segments’ instead of ‘many
segments’.
Curvature; the segments
of the body can be ‘not curved’,
‘curved’ or ‘highly curved’.
Angles; generally seen, the
angles in the posture can be
‘small’, ‘straight’ or ‘large’.

C. Final Analysis for ‘helpful’ lamp
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D. Findings

D.1 Pleasure
Lamp
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Person
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Unity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light, free and indirect effort
Angular, crescendo
development with low
frequency
Instable, vertical, highly curved
posture with little segments
Alternating shape ﬂow in terms
of opening and closing
Rising
Alternating kinespheric reach
Reactive
Many initiation points, body
parts involved, contact points
and connections within
the body
Forearm-arm is the salient
connection

Sustained, light, bound,
direct effort
Repetitive development
Stable, vertical, not curved
posture with little segments
Growing, opening shape ﬂow
Advancing and enclosing
shaping with alternating
rising/sinking quality
Middle kinespheric reach
Proactive
Little contact points: only
the hands and ﬁngers are used
Shoulder joint – arm is the
salient connection

Sustained, light, bound and
indirect effort
Stable, vertical, curved posture
with straight angles
Closing shape ﬂow
Advancing and sinking shaping
Middle kinespheric reach
Proactive
Arm is the single point of
initiation
Many connections, of which
chest – arm is the salient one

D.2 Creative
Lamp
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Person
•
•

Light, bound, direct effort
Angular, non-repetitive
development
Stable, not curved, vertical
posture with little segments
Sinking shaping
Far kinespheric reach
Reactive
Many contact points
Shoulder – shoulder is a salient
connection

Sustained, light, bound,
direct effort
Angular, non-repetitive
development

•

•
•
•
•
•

Unity
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Vertical, not curved posture
with high angles and little
segments
Advancing, sinking, enclosing
shaping
Middle kinespheric reach
Proactive
Little initiation points and
contact points
Shoulder joint – arm is the
salient connection

Sustained, light, bound,
direct effort
Angular, non-repetitive
development
Stable, vertical, not curved
posture with straight angles
and little segments
Closing shape ﬂow
Advancing, sinking shaping
Middle kinespheric reach
Proactive
Little initiation points (mostly
the arm)
Shoulder joint – arm is the
salient connection

D.3 Social Power
Lamp
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Sustained, light, free, direct
effort
Angular, non-repetitive,
crescendo development
with low frequency
Stable, vertical, curved posture
with little segments and straight
angles
Retreating shaping
Proactive
Little contact points and
connections
Shoulder joint is salient initiation
point

•

D.4 Helpful
Lamp
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Person
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unity
•
•

•

Person
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light, free, direct effort
Angular, non-repetitive
development
Stable, vertical posture with
little segments
Opening shape ﬂow
Advancing, enclosing shaping
Proactive
Little initiation points and
contact points
Shoulder joint – arm is the
salient connection

Sustained, light, free effort
Non-repetitive development
with low frequency and low
amplitude
Stable, not curved, vertical
posture with low angles
Closing shape ﬂow
Advancing shaping
Middle kinespheric reach
Proactive
Little initiation points
Arm – feet is the salient
connection
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Arm is the salient body part
involved

•
•
•
•

Alternating sudden and
sustained, light, free, indirect
effort
Angular, non-repetitive,
decrescendo development with
low frequency and high
amplitude
Posture with little segments
Shrinking, closing shape ﬂow
Sinking shaping
Alternating kinespheric reach
Reactive
Little initiation points and body
parts involved
Many contact points
No connections

Strong, direct effort
Angular, non-repetitive
development with middle
frequency and high amplitude
Instable, vertical, not curved
posture
Alternating shape ﬂow
Rising, enclosing shaping
Alternating kinespheric reach
Proactive
Many body parts involved
Hand is the salient
contact point
Shoulder joint – arm is the
salient connection

Strong, free, indirect effort
Angular, non-repetitive
development with high
amplitude and middle
frequency
Alternating shrinking-growing
and closing shape ﬂow
Advancing, sinking shaping
Alternating kinespheric reach
Reactive
Little initiation points, body
parts involved and connections

E. Program of Requirements

F. Elaboration on Requirements

To make the lamp able to elicit both human values, the following requirements were derived. The number in parentheses
indicates the requirement’s weight. This weight is higher if the
difference of this aspect in the analyses is higher.

Here is a more formal deﬁnition of some dimensions of movement, to get a stricter guideline for how to incorporate them into
the lamp’s behavior.

Direct vs. indirect
Laban [18] describes a direct movement as one that describes
the most efﬁcient path in space, since “deviations from this
path hinder efﬁciency and make the effort to a greater or lesser
degree inappropriate to the task”. He mentions exaggerated
movements as being a waste of effort, and thus indirect. Bartenieff [4] adds to this that a direct movement is the result of the
intention to resist against space, while indirect movement is the
result of intending to indulge in the space. Furthermore, a direct
movement has one focus to which it zeroes in, while an indirect
movement has multiple foci. In her thesis [8], Chi describes
how she determined the mapping from Effort elements into lowlevel movement parameters. After analyzing a Certiﬁed Movement Analyst (CMA) she concludes that “indirect arm movements are characterized by arm twists and curved paths”. She
captured this quality by adding a sinusoidal displacement to
the movement, while direct movements generate straight path
segments.

Demands
1.
The lamp shall be able to move in both a direct and
indirect manner (10)
2.
The lamp shall have the ability to behave with free
ﬂow (10)
3.
The lamp shall have the ability to both sink and not
sink (9)
4.
The lamp shall have the abilities to vary its distance
to the user and to keep this distance constant (9)
5.
The lamp shall have the possibilities to behave with
high and low amplitude with regard to some aspect
(6)
6.
The lamp shall have the ability to vary the points on
its body the user can interact with (7)
7.
The lamp shall have the abilities for opening and
closing movements (3)
8.
The lamp shall have the possibilities to increment
and decrement in time with regards to some aspect
(4)
9.
The lamp shall have the ability to react differently on
different amounts of force that are applied on it by
the user; it can sense this force (4)
10.
The lamp has the ability to act both proactively
and reactively (9)
11.
The amount of connections between body parts can
be varied, i.e. if one part moves, the part to which it
is connected also moves (5)
12.
The lamp can be set to an on- or off-state (10)
13.
The lamp can be positioned by the user towards a
predetermined end state (10)
14.
The lamp can physically adjust its position very
precisely by using power other than human power
(9)
15.
The lamp knows the position of its own body parts
(8)
16.
The lamp can detect the position of the user (5)
17.
The lamp can detect movement in the environment
(6)
18.
The lamp can vary the speed with which it moves its
parts very precisely (9)
Wishes
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

My deﬁnition of the most direct movement is: the movement
that describes the shortest route in space from the current position of the body to the desired position. I deﬁne the degree
of indirectness of a movement as: the length of the traversed
path between the current and the desired position divided by
the length of the path as described by the most direct movement. If a movement reverses on the same path in space, the
traversed distance in the opposite direction should be added to
the length of the path, which makes the movement less direct.
The difference with Laban’s description is that he sees a direct
movement as one that uses the least amount of effort by a speciﬁc (the human) body in a speciﬁc context. For example, when
a human swings a heavy crate by hand, a curved path takes
the least amount of energy, and a perfectly straight path would
“diminish the effectiveness of performance”. Laban’s theory of
Effort is about the intention of an individual, while my deﬁnition
is written from the perspective of the observer. Laban’s goal
was to give a theory about how to optimize human movements,
while the goal of this framework is to design movements that
are perceived as direct or indirect. Therefore, different bodies should be compared on their ability to vary movements in
the range of directness, and, according to Laban, each body
would by deﬁnition be able to encompass the whole range because effort describes the qualities for that individual’s intention. According to my deﬁnition a body that is built so it can only
describe highly curved movements can not move very directly.
The only parameter that determines a body’s ability to perform
movements on a wide scale of directness is the extent to which
it is able to move in straight lines. However, a body that can
only move in straight lines can describe a very indirect movement by alternately moving back and forth before reaching the
desired position, since this would increase the distance traveled. These differences could turn out to be a weakness of my
deﬁnition though.

The lamp should be as lightweight as possible (2)
The lamp should be as safe as possible (4)
The lamp should be as cheap as possible (6)
The lamp should be as fast to make as possible (10)
The lamp’s body should be as unobtrusive and
neutral as possible to draw all attention to its
behavior (6)
The lamp should be as robust as possible against
physical forces worked upon its body (6)
The lamp should be as easy to disassemble as
possible (4)
The light should be as comfortable as possible
to read with (4)

Free ﬂow
According to Chi [8], “free motions are unstoppable and tend
to overshoot their goal points”. I think free ﬂow is determined
by the amount of deceleration. A movement could accelerate
quickly, but when it is unstoppable it can not decelerate quickly.
The criterion used in this study for assessing a body on its ability to behave with free ﬂow is the minimum deceleration possible for that body.

Requirement 11 was not distilled from the differences between
the ‘helpful’ and ‘social power’ lamp, but was added since the
amount of connections seemed important in the elicitation of
‘pleasure’. It was added as a back up plan; if the behavior according to one of the selected values appeared to be too hard
to implement it would be easier to implement behavior according to another value. Requirement 15 and 16 are needed for
the lamp to be able to adjust itself to maximize the distance
between the body part that needs to be controlled and the person.

Sinking
The criterion for this quality is deﬁned as the amount of distance
between the lowest and highest possible position of the lamp
above the ground.
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Figure 25. The range of a direct motion path to an indirect motion path.

Variable distance to user
The criterion for this quality is deﬁned as the amount of distance
between the nearest and farthest possible position of the lamp
and the user’s torso at a given moment.
Opening and closing
LMA uses the term ‘opening’ for movements where the body
extends its limbs away from the body center, and the term ‘closing’ for movements where the body ﬂexes its limbs towards the
body center. In this study ‘opening’ is used to describe any
movement away from the body center, and ‘closing’ to describe
any movement towards the body center. For it is not always
clear what the center of an object is, the position of the center must be decided before describing a movement as either
‘opening’ or ‘closing’.
A body’s potential for opening and closing is measured by the
amount of distance between the position nearest the body center the body’s effector can reach and the position farthest from
the body center it can reach.

Variable amount of connections
I deﬁne a connection between two body parts as a causal relationship; if one part moves, then the other part moves. The type
of connection is not taken into account, so there can only be
zero, one or two connections between a pair of body parts. This
means that for a body with n body parts, the amount of possible

connections c is described by the formula c = n2 – n.
In the analyses of the experiment I only distilled the amount of
visible connections between body parts. But another factor that
clearly differed between different lamps was the type of connection. For example, in the ‘pleasure’ lamp there was a delay
involved; if one part moved, another part started to move a fraction of a second afterwards, which created a chain-like effect.
There were also differences in the type of movement that was
caused and how it differed from the movement that caused it.
For example, the ‘creativity’ lamp had a connection that made a
part move in the opposite direction of the part that was moved
by the user. In the analyses, these factors were not formally
taken into account, so the lamp will not be required to change
the type of connections, only the amount.
The amount of body parts can easily be derived when these
parts are physical, but is harder for a design where movement
is suggested by the ﬂow of lights. Here the amount of possible
connections cannot be determined very objectively, but it can
be said to depend on the amount of perceivable groups of light.
This makes it easier to perceive different parts. Groups of light
can be created on a surface by letting a number of nearby
lamps light up, in a number of distinct areas. A visible connection is formed when one group moves as soon as another one
moves, as shown in ﬁgure 26.

Figure 26. Connections suggested by moving groups of LEDs
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G. Pugh Selection Matrix
++ = 3
+=1
0=0
- = -1
-- = -3
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H. Morphological Chart

I. House of Quality
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J. Pre Test Questionnaire

Experiment nr.: …………………………….

Your name: ...…………………………………………..

Dear participant,
You are about to try out a new type of reading lamp.
It can show two different behaviors, and you will try
out each of these. The reading lamp is positioned in a
dark room next to a chair on which you will be seated
during the experiment. You can then try out the lamp
for a few minutes. For example, try to get it to different positions. You may touch the lamp if you want
to. Please take your time, I will tell you when you are
done. After the experiment you will receive a number
of questions about your impression of the lamp and
how it made you feel. And remember that I am testing
the lamp, not you. If you have any questions please
ask them before you try out the lamp or afterwards,
but it is not allowed to ask questions while you are trying out the lamp.
Enjoy!
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K. Post Task Questionnaire

Experiment nr.:

……………

Here are some questions about how the lamp made you feel while you were interacting with it. Please do
not think too long about it.
1.

Imagine that the lamp you just interacted with is a person. What characteristics would you ascribe
to this person?

1
2
3

………………….
………………….
………………….

2.

Please indicate with a cross to what extent the following statements describe how the lamp made
you feel while you were interacting with it.

0=
1=
2=
3=
4=

does not describe at all how the lamp made me feel
slightly describes how the lamp made me feel
moderately describes how the lamp made me feel
well describes how the lamp made me feel
very well describes how the lamp made me feel

Please proceed on the next page.
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3. Please use the characters you see below to indicate how the lamp made you feel while you were interacting with it.
The characters in this row represent feelings ranging from very sad or unhappy to very happy or satisﬁed.
Mark one circle that you think represents best how you felt.

The second row of characters represents feelings ranging from very calm or bored to very excited. Please
also mark one circle here.

The third row represents feelings from being in control over the situation (you feel big) to being controlled
or dominated by the situation (you feel small).

Thanks. You will now interact with the lamp for the second time.
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L. Post Test Questionnaire

Experiment nr.:

……………

Here are some questions about how the lamp made you feel while you were interacting with it. Please do
not think too long about it.
1.

Imagine that the lamp you just interacted with is a person. What characteristics would you ascribe
to this person?

1
2
3

………………….
………………….
………………….

2.

Please indicate with a cross to what extent the following statements describe how the lamp made
you feel while you were interacting with it.

0=
1=
2=
3=
4=

does not describe at all how the lamp made me feel
slightly describes how the lamp made me feel
moderately describes how the lamp made me feel
well describes how the lamp made me feel
very well describes how the lamp made me feel

Please proceed on the next page.
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3. Please use the characters you see below to indicate how the lamp made you feel while you were interacting with it.
The characters in this row represent feelings ranging from very sad or unhappy to very happy or satisﬁed.
Mark one circle that you think represents best how you felt.

The second row of characters represents feelings ranging from very calm or bored to very excited. Please
also mark one circle here.

The third row represents feelings from being in control over the situation (you feel big) to being controlled
or dominated by the situation (you feel small).

Please proceed on the next page.
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4. Now please compare the lamp’s two different behaviors you just experienced. Indicate with a cross to
what extent you agree with the following statements.

5. Lastly, if you have any remarks about the lamp or about this experiment, please write them down here.

………………………………………………………………………………………………...…………………
……………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………
………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………
Hopefully you enjoyed the experiment. Thanks for your participation!
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M. Frequency tables of characteristics

N. Individual value scales
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O. Comparative value scales – means plot (p < 0.05)
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P. SAM scales

Q. Max/MSP code to generate an adjustable sinusoid motor signal
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R. Schwartz’ universal structure of human values.
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